XYZ Auto Parts

XYZ High Performance Coilover Kit


Features:

1.

Top of the line sport damper.

2.

Monotube design, and lightweight aluminum
bottom mount.

3.

Larger piston diameter of 45mm, and shock body
51.5mm.

4.

Full ride height adjustable.

5.

30-way adjustable dampening to be used on different
road conditions and weekend race.

6.

One year limited warranty; replacement for defective
strut.

Type


Super Sport

Racing Spec

Drift Spec

Gravel Rally

Tarmac Rally

Super Sport damper has eliminated discomfort resulted from bumps or rough roads. Super Sport damper
enables you to adjust the ride height and has 30-way damping adjustment. In other words, your car with this
system can be set to meet all different road conditions. This high performance damper is suitable for both weekend
race and daily use.



Racing Spec damper is specially made for track race, and all settings have been obtained from direct
participation in racing event such as WTCC. In some circumstances, particular custom-made shock absorbers are
available for those cars that have aggressive upgrades like factory's racing vehicles or A-class racing cars etc…You
may provide us with detailed info on all upgraded parts in your car and what circuit you will run, and we are able
to make custom shock absorbers for your personal car.



Drift Spec damper is specially made for drift race, and the design is able to enhance drifting performance. After
lowering the ride height with proper bump stroke, you realize how we have made the drifting controlling reach to
the utmost.



Gravel Rally is specially designed for Rally Racing or Rally Cross, with inverted tube design, long stroke and
long spring which enable to absorb aggressive impact on chassis shake or high speed jumps. All spring rate settings
have been developed with the experiences gained from the actual rally cross.



Tarmac Rally is specially made for tarmac rally, it can absorb impact on jumps resulted from uneven roads,
stabilize a vehicle and allow you to experience the excellent handling. All settings have been developed with the
experiences gained from the actual tarmac rally racing.
HARDENED RUBBER UPPER MOUNT

PILLOW BALL UPPER MOUNT

The pillow ball top mount is able to adjust camber degree, and to
The hardened rubber upper mount is able to eliminate noise, to increases

increases stability and handling of your vehicle by 10%. However, the

ride quality by 10%, and to extend the life of the top mount.

pillow ball might be prone to creating slight amount of noise over big
bumps, and this does not cover any warranty.

In SS style, our standard design is - McPherson struts are equipped with pillow ball upper mount (For some certain applications, hardened rubber top
mount is available for no additional cost.) Wishbone struts come with aluminum top mounts.

